Highlands Elementary School
1st GRADE ACTIVITIES
Week of May 4th-8th

SUBJECT

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Day 1: Read the first chapter of Pedro for President with Ms. Ooton. She covered up some words for you to figure
out, just like in shared reading at school! After reading, practice retelling the important parts of the chapter.
LITERACY Remember, retelling the important parts means telling about who the characters are, the setting or where the
story takes place, and what happened to the characters.

Read on RazKids for 20 minutes!

Day 2: Read chapter 2 of Pedro for President. After reading, use what has happened so far to make a prediction
about the last chapter. What do you think will happen next? Why do you think that?
Make sure to write at least 2-3 sentences telling your prediction and why. You can use the sentence frame:
“I predict _________, because ___________.”

Read on RazKids for 20 minutes.

Day 3: Read the last chapter of Pedro for President. After you finish the book, think about what you learned about
Pedro. What kind of character is Pedro? How would you describe him?

Do you think Pedro would make a good class president? What makes you think that? Make sure to write at least
3 sentences to describe Pedro.

Read on RazKids for 20 minutes.

Day 4: ee and ea Vowel Teams
Watch the video and choose some of the activities to practice what you have learned about ee and ea
vowel teams.
https://www.loom.com/share/981df3eeff174582aeaa4a962cd3fee9
4 pdfs

Extension: Did you know that -y at the end of a word can also say a long “e” sound? Watch this video
and see.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqgkdWrSPTc

Read on RazKids for 20 minutes.

Day 5: Watch the videos to learn more about double consonant “L” words.
https://www.loom.com/share/b8228ddb747e4bd0840ca902ac8ac7d3
-all word family https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0OvJL0G6rw
-ell word family https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlFRFLtz2JE
-ill word family https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLODX_6lq9w
Now you know that when you hear -all, -ell, -ill in a word, you can write it with 2 “L”s.
Can you play Rock, Paper, Scissors with someone at your house? To play: You stand at one side of the wall. The
other person stands at the opposite wall. If you win, you get to take a step forward and the other person has to
say a word with a double “L” [-all, -ell, or -ill word]. Play continues until one of you reaches the opposite wall.

Read on RazKids for 20 minutes.

Day 1: Counting Collections
Materials: Paper, pencil, objects to count (Anything works! Legos, coins, socks, rocks, beans, etc.)

MATH

Please watch this video.
Find a collection of objects. Estimate how many objects are in the collection. Then count the collections.
Use this recording sheet or make your own to show how you counted and compared the two collections.

Explain your thinking. How did you know one collection was greater than (>), less than (<) or equal (=)?

Login to Dreambox and practice for 20 minutes
Day 2: Choral Count:
Materials: Paper and pencil
Please watch this video.
What patterns did you notice?
Show how you counted on from 32 to 54.
Challenge: Continue to count by 2s starting at 54. How far did you count?

Login to Dreambox and practice for 20 minutes
Day 3: What is the same? What is different?

Directions:
What are you noticing? What is the same? What is different?
Use these sentence starters to explain to someone in your home (or your pet or a stuffy) how they are the
same or how they are different.
‘’They’re the same because they both have…”
“They’re different because…”

Login to Dreambox and practice for 20 minutes

Day 4: Number Talk

Materials: Photo (below or on these slides), paper, pencil

Directions:
1. Look at the photo. Record your answer to the following questions (or discuss with someone in your
home):
·

What do you notice?

·

What do you wonder?

2. Find the question for your grade level below and answer it!
3. If you have an older/younger sibling, share your question and your thinking with them!

Kinder
Are there more or less than 15 red dots? How do you know?

Grade 1

How many dots are on all the dominoes?

Grade 2

Using the number of dots on the dominoes, can you use
addition and subtraction to make 25? 50? 100? Can you
make every number between 25 and 100?

Grade 3

Using the number of dots on the dominoes, can you use
addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division to make 50?
100? What other numbers can you make between 1 and 100?

Grade 4

Using the number of dots on the dominoes, can you use
addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division to make
100? 500? What is the smallest number you can make with 5
dominoes? What is the largest number you can make with 5
dominoes?

Grade 5

Each domino is about 1 ¾ inch by ⅞ inch. What is the
approximate area, in square inches, of the empty space?

Day 5: Roll 10’s Game

Online math game: Click on this link: Roll 10s and choose to play on the 50 MAT.

Instruction on how to play the game:

You can use Roll 10s this recording sheet or make your own.
How many rounds did it take you to get to 50?

Login to Dreambox and practice for 20 minutes

